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(b. Oizé, Maine, France, 8 September 1588; d. Paris, France, 1 September 1648)

natural philosophy, acoustics, music, mechanics, optics, scientific communication.

The sciences have sworn among themselves an inviolable partnership; it is almost impossible to separate them, for they would rather suffer than be torn apart; and if anyone persists in doing so, he gets for his trouble only imperfect and confused fragments. Yet they do not arrive all together, but they hold each other by the hand so that they follow one another in a natural order which it is dangerous to change, because they refuse to enter in any other way where they are called…. 1

Mersenne’s most general contribution to European culture was this vision of the developing community of the sciences. It could be achieved only by the cultivation of the particular:

Philosophy would long ago have reached a high level if our predecessors and fathers had put this into practice; and we would not waste time on the primary difficulties, which appear now as severe as in the first centuries which noticed them. We would have the experience of assured phenomena, which would serve as principles for a solid reasoning; truth would not be so deeply sunken; nature would have taken off most of her envelopes; one would see the marvels she contains in all her individuals… 2

These complaints had long been heard, yet “most men are glad to find work done, but few want to apply themselves to it, and many think that this search is useless or ridiculous.” 2 He offered his scientific study of music as a particular reparation of a general fault.

Born into a family of laborers, Mersenne entered the new Jesuit collège at La Flèche in 1604 and remained there until 1609. After two years of theology at the Sorbonne, in 1611 he joined the Order of Minims and in 1619 returned to Paris to the Minim Convent de l’Annonciade near Place Royale, now Place des Vosges. There he remained, except for brief journeys, until his death in 1648. 2 The Minims recognized that Mersenne could best serve their interests through an apostolate of the intellect. He made his entry upon the European intellectual scene in his earliest publications, with a discussion of ancient and modern science in support of a characteristic theological argument. He aimed to use the certifiable successes of natural science as a demonstration of truth against contemporary errors dangerous to religion and the morals of youth. In his vast and diffuse Quaestiones in Genesin (1623) he defended orthodox theology against “atheists, magicians, deists and suchlike;” especially Francesco Giorgio, Telesio, Bruno, Francesco Patrizzi, Campanella, and above all his contemporary Robert Fludd, by attacking atomism and the whole range of Hermetic, Cabalist, and “naturalist” doctrines of occult powers and harmonies and of the Creation. In the same volume he included a special refutation of Giorgio, 5 and he continued his attack on this group in L’impiété des déistes, athées, et libertins de ce temps (1624). This attack on magic and the occult in defense of the rationality of nature attracted the attention of Pierre Gassendi, whom he met in 1624 and who became his closest friend. 6

Mersenne’s next work, the Synopsis mathematica (1626), was a collection of classical and recent texts on mathematics and mechanics. After that came La vérité des sciences, contre les sceptiques ou Pyrrhoniens, a long defense of the possibility of true human knowledge against the Pyrrhonic skepticism developed especially by Montaigne. Thus religion and morality had some rational basis. Yet while he stood with Aristotle in arguing that nature was both rational and knowable, he denied that theologians had to be tied to Aristotle. 5 Against the qualitative, verbal Aristotelian physics he came to argue that nature was rational, its actions limited by quantitative laws, because it was a mechanism. 2

From about 1623 Mersenne began to make the careful selection of savants who met at his conven in Paris or corresponded with him from all over Europe and as far afield as Tunisia, Syria, and Constantinople. His regular visitors or correspondents came to include Peirese, Gassendi, Descartes, 2 the Roman musicologist Giovanni Batistta Doni, Roberval, Beeckman, J. B. van Helmont, Fermat, Hobbes, and the Pascals. It was in Mersenne’s quarters that in 1647 the young Blaise Pascal first met Descartes. 2 Mersenne’s role as secretary of the republic of scientific letters, with a strong point of view of his own, became institutionalized in the Academia Parisiensists, which he organized in 1635. 28 His monument as an architect of the European scientific community is the rich edition of his Correspondance published in Paris in the present century.

Mersenne developed his mature natural philosophy in relation to two fundamental questions. The first was the validity in physics of the axiomatic theory of truly scientific demonstration described in Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics and exemplified in contemporary discussions especially by Euclid’s geometry. Mersenne entered in the wake of the sixteenth-century debate on skepticism. The second question was the acceptability of a strictly mechanistic conception of nature. Opinions about these two questions decided what was believed to be discoverable in nature and what any particular inquiry had discovered. Opinions...
Mersenne’s approach to these problems represents a persistent style in science. He took up his characteristic position on the first in the course of the debate over the new astronomy. He treated the decree of 1616 against Copernicus with Northern independence and moved in his early writings from rejection of the hypothesis of the earth’s motions because sufficient evidence was lacking, to preference for it as the most plausible. Copernicus’ hypothesis, he said, had been neither refuted nor demonstrated: “I have never liked the attitude of people who want to look for, or feign, or imagine reasons or demonstrations where there are none; it is better to confess our ignorance than abuse the world.” But Mersenne reacted strongly against theologically sensitive extensions of the new cosmology, especially the doctrines of a plurality of worlds and of the infinity of the universe. He took particular exception to Giordano Bruno: “one of the wickedest men whom the earth has ever supported … who seems to have invented a new manner of philosophizing only in order to make underhand attacks on the Christian religion.” He maintained that ecclesiastics had the right to condemn opinions likely to scandalize their flocks and merely advised moderation in censorship, because in the end “the true philosophy never conflicts with the belief of the Church.”

Through the Christian philosopher defending true knowledge against the skeptic in La vérité des sciences, and in later essays, Mersenne defined the kind of rational knowledge he held to be available. He found in Francis Bacon a program for real scientific knowledge, but he reproached him for failing to keep abreast of the “progress of the sciences” and for proposing the impossible goal of penetrating “the nature of things.” Only God knew the essences of things, God’s inscrutable omnipotence, which denied men independent rational knowledge of his reasons, and the logical impossibility of demonstrating causes uniquely determined by effects reduced the order of nature for men simply to an order of contingent fact. Mersenne concluded that the only knowledge of the physical world available to men was that of the quantitative externals of effects, and that the only hope of science was to explore these externals by means of experiment and the most probable hypotheses. But this was true knowledge, able to guide men’s actions, even though theology and logic showed it to be less than that claimed to be possible by Aristotle.

In 1629, after some earlier approaches, Mersenne wrote to Galileo, offering his services in publishing “the new system of the motion of the earth which you have perfected, but which you cannot publish because of the prohibition of the Inquisition.” Galileo did not reply to this generous offer—nor, indeed, to any of Mersenne’s later letters to him. But Mersenne was not put off. He had come to see in Galileo’s work a supreme illustration of the rationality of nature governed by mechanical laws and, so far as these laws went, of the true program for natural science. In 1633 he published his first critique of Galileo’s Dialogo (1632) in his Traité des mouvements et de la cheute des corps pesans et de la proportion de leurs différentes vitesses, dans lequel l’on verra plusieurs experiences très exactes. His first response to hearing of Galileo’s condemnation in that year was to agree with the need for the Church to preserve science from error; yet he came forward at once with a French version (with additions of his own) of Galileo’s unpublished early treatise on mechanics under the title Les mécaniques de Galilée (1634), and with a summary account of the first two days of the Dialogo and of the trial in Les questions théologiques, physiques, morales, et mathématiques (1634). Mersenne’s mature natural philosophy appeared in Les questions and three other works in the same year: Questions ionuyés, Questions harmoniques, and Les préludes de l’harmonie universelle. He made it plain that Galileo had not been condemned for heresy; and although he wrote later that he would not be prepared to risk schism for the new astronomy, in 1634 he planned to write a defense of Galileo. He gave this up. Mersenne disagreed with Galileo’s claim to “necessary demonstrations” on the general ground that no physical science had “the force of perfect demonstration”; and like most of his contemporaries he was unconvinced by the dynamical arguments so far produced by Galileo or anyone else. Yet while he saw the question of the earth’s motion as undecided, he encouraged the search for fresh quantitative evidence which alone would make it possible “to distinguish the way nature acts in these movements, and to make a decision about it.”

Mersenne’s conclusion that an inescapable “ignorance of true causes” was imposed by the human situation gave him a scientific style interestingly different from that of Galileo and of Descartes. They aimed at certainty in physical science; Mersenne, disbelieving in the possibility of certainty, aimed at precision. Galileo’s lack of precision in his first published mention of his experiments on acceleration down an inclined plane in the Dialogo led Mersenne to doubt whether he had really performed them. His own carefully repeated experiments, using a seconds pendulum to measure time, confirmed the “duplicate proportion” between distance and time deduced by Galileo but gave values nearly twice as great for the actual distances fallen. He commented that “one should not rely too much only on reasoning.” On many occasions Mersenne’s too close attention to the untidy facts of observation may have deprived him of theoretical insight; but his insistence on the careful specification of experimental procedures, repetition of experiments, publication of the numerical results of actual measurements as distinct from those calculated from theory, and recognition of approximations marked a notable step in the organization of experimental science in the seventeenth century. Amid many words and some credulity, the works of his maturity, especially on acoustics and optics, contain models of “expériences bien reglées et bien faites” and of rational appreciation of the limits of measurement and of discovery.

While strict demonstration was beyond natural science, Mersenne maintained that the imitation of God’s works in nature by means of technological artifacts gave experimental natural philosophy an opening into possible explanations of phenomena. In this way he linked his experimental method with the second fundamental question for his natural philosophy—the conception of nature as a mechanism—and with the method of the hypothetical model. Characteristically it was through theological issues that he developed the central idea that living things were automatons. He used it as a weapon in his campaign for the
Mersenne selected for his own particular field of positive inquiry, and for the elimination of magic and the irrational, the mode of operation of vision and of heard sound, and of the languages of men and animals. His first original contributions to acoustics (on vibrating strings), as well as analyses of ancient and modern musical theory and optics, appeared in *Quaestiones in Genesim* (1623). In the same year he announced in his *Observations* on Francesco Giorgio’s plans for a systematic science of sound, “le grand oeuvre de la musique,” which henceforth became his chief intellectual preoccupation. The first sketches appeared in the *Traité de l’harmonie universelle* (1627), *Questions harmoniques* (1634), and *Les préludes de l’harmonie universelle* (1634). Meanwhile, by 1629 Mersenne had planned and soon afterward began writing simultaneously two sets of treatises, in French and in Latin, which together form his great systematic work and were published as the two parts of *Harmonie universelle*, contenant la théorie et la pratique de la musique (1636, 1637), and the eight books of *Harmonicorum libri* with *Harmonicorum instrumentorum libri* IV (1636). Before the final sections of *Harmonie universelle* were in print, he read in Paris, in the winter of 1636–1637, a manuscript of the first day of Galileo’s *Discorsi* (1638) containing an account of conclusions about acoustics and the pendulum similar to his own. Mersenne’s next work on these subjects was his French summary and critical discussion of Galileo’s book in *Les nouvelles pensées de Galilée* (1639). Later he published the results of further acoustical researches in three related works, *Cogitata physico-mathematicae* (1644), *Universae geometriea mixtae mathematicae synopsis* (1644), and *Novarum observationum physico-mathematicarum tomus* III (1647). The last contains a summary of his contributions to the science of sound.

Parallel discussions of light and vision, beginning in *Quaestiones in Genesim* and Mersenne’s correspondence from this time, run especially through *Harmonie universelle* and *Harmonicorum libri*, the *Cogitata*, and *Universae geometriea synopsis*. The inclusion in the optical section of *Universae geometriea synopsis* of unpublished work by Walter Warner, and of a version of Hobbes’s treatise on optics with its mechanistic psychology, reflects Mersenne’s close English connections at this time. His final contributions to optics, including experimental studies of visual acuity and binocular vision and a critical discussion of current hypotheses on the nature of light, appeared posthumously in *L’optique et la catoptrique* (1651).

Mersenne’s scientific analysis of sound and of its effects on the ear and the soul began with the fundamental demonstration that pitch is proportional to frequency and hence that the musical intervals (octave, fifth, fourth, and so on) are ratios of frequencies of vibrations, whatever instrument produces them. The essential propositions were established by G. B. Benedetti (ca. 1563), Galileo’s father, Vincenzo Galilei (1589–1590), Beeckman (1614–1615), and, finally, Mersenne (1623–1634). Mersenne gave an experimental proof by counting the slow vibrations of very long strings against time measured by pulse beats or a seconds pendulum. He then used the laws he had completed (now bearing his name), relating frequency to the length, tension, and specific gravity of strings, to calculate frequencies too rapid to count. Similar relations were established for wind and percussion instruments. The demonstration of these propositions made it possible to offer quantitative physical explanations of consonance, dissonance, and resonance.

An allied outstanding discovery apparently made first by Mersenne was the law that the frequency of a pendulum is inversely proportional to the square root of the length. His first statement of this was printed by 30 June 1634, about a year before Galileo’s was written. Exploring further acoustical quantities, Mersenne pioneered the scientific study of the upper and lower

uniqueness of human reason and of its power to grasp true knowledge and moral responsibility, against the false doctrines both of “les naturalistes.” who asserted human participation in a world soul, and of the skeptics, who threw doubt on human superiority over the animals. After his visit to Beeckman, Descartes, and J. B. van Helmont in the Netherlands in 1630, Mersenne came to hold that, on the analogy of sound, light was a form of purely corporeal propagation. Although he remained unconvinced by the evidence for any of the current theories of light and sound and changed his views several times, his restriction of the choice to physical motions gave him (like Descartes) a method of asking how these motions affected a sentient being. He disposed finally of the arguments against the uniqueness of man by declaring animals to be simply automatons, explicitly first in *Les préludes de l’harmonie universelle* (1634):
limits of audible frequencies, of harmonics, and of the measurement of the speed of sound, which he showed to be independent of pitch and loudness. He established that the intensity of sound, like that of light, is inversely proportional to the distance from its source.24 Mersenne’s discussions, after his visit to Italy in 1644, of the Italian and later French experiments with a Torricellian vacuum helped to make a live issue of this whole subject and its bearing on the true medium of sound and on the existence of atmospheric pressure.25 Besides these contributions to science, collaboration with Doni on an ambitious plan for a comprehensive historical work on the theory and practice of ancient and modern music26 yielded a rich collection of descriptions and illustrations of instruments, making Harmonie universelle and its Latin counterpart essential sources for musicology.

In keeping with his empirical philosophy, Mersenne looked for purely rational explanations of the motions and dispositions of the soul brought about by music. He aimed to put an end to all ideas of magical and occult powers of words and sounds.22 At the same time he offered a rational analysis of language, arguing that if it was language that chiefly distinguished men from animals, this was a fundamental distinction, for language meant conscious understanding of meaning. The speech and jargon of animals was a kind of communication, but not language, for they mindlessly emitted and responded to messages simply as automats.23 Mersenne soon rejected any idea that there were natural names revealing the natures of things and firmly proposed a purely rational theory of language that made words simply conventional physical signs. Because all men possessed reason, they had developed languages in which spoken or written words signified meanings. But just as the effects of music varied with temperament, race, period, and culture, so different groups of men had come to express their common understanding of meaning in a variety of languages diversified by their different historical experiences, environments, needs, temperaments, and customs. In this analysis of common elements Mersenne saw a means of inventing a perfect universal language that could convey information without error. Basing his linguistic experiments on a calculus of permutations and combinations, he proposed a system that would convey the only knowledge of things available to men, that of their quantitative externals. Such a language of quantities “could be called natural and universal”20 and would be a perfect means of philosophical communication.

Descartes’s famous comment that this perfect language could be achieved only in an earthly paradise21 was true in a way perhaps not intended, for “le bon Pére Mersenne” seems to have lived mentally in just such a paradise. “A man of simple, innocent, pure heart, without guile,” Gassendi wrote three days after his friend had died in his arms. “A man than whom none was more painstaking, inquiring, experienced. A man whom all the arts and sciences to whose advance he tirelessly devoted himself, by investigating or by deliberating or by stimulating others, will justly mourn.”22 With almost his last breath Mersenne asked for an autopsy to discover the cause of his death. Maxime de Minimis.23 He illustrates the creativeness of gifts of personality distinct from those of sheer originality in the scientific movement.
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